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Silver Link Publishing Ltd, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Aveling Porter as a firm are justly famed for their steam road rollers,the basic
design continuing in production for 50 years,and whilst other manufacturers made rollers,some in
high numbers,it is the Aveling with which the public identify as the humble road making steam
engine which came down every road and street,until superseded by modern technology. Thomas
Aveling,a farmer interested in engineering, started an agricultural machinery repair shop in 1850 in
Rochester,Kent. Aveling experimented with traction engine and agricultural machinery design
throughout the 1850s,and set up an iron foundry and engineering firm also in Rochester.Aveling
also had workshops at Strood,Kent,on which at a later date the famous Invicta Works were
built.The emblem of Kent is the rampant horse,and every engine from the factory had this emblem
plus the word Invicta below,which is the latin word for unconquered . In 1862 Richard Porter
brought capital and his name to the firm which from then on became Aveling Porter Ltd. Aveling
Porter besides their famous steam rollers made ploughing engines,portables,agricultural traction
engines,steam tractors,road locomotives and showmans engines,wagons,and a full range of
agricultural equipment.It was the steam roller...
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This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner
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